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SPECIFICATIONS 
_Lens: Canon lens 26mm f 2, with 5 elements in 4 groups 
_Focusing: Rectilinear movement of the lens coupled to the rangefinder 
_Distance Scale: 0.6 , 1 3, 10m and 00 with zone focus marks 
_Shutter: Electric shutter. 8 sec.-1 / 500 sec . 
_EE Coupling Range: With ASA 80 , EV-1 (f / 2, 8 sec.)- EV17 (f/ 16, 

1/ 500 sec .) 
_Film Speed Scale: ASA 80 
_Automatic Flash Mechanism: Automatic flash with Canolite ED 
_Viewfinder Information: Field-of-view frame with parallax correction 

marks, overexposure warning lamp (right, red) , and LED camera 
shake warning lamp / battery checker (left, yellow). The lamp keeps 
lighting during long exposure 

_Film Winding: Single stroke film advance with sliding knob 
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-Film Loading: Cartridge insertion 
-Back Cover Opening: By sliding knob on body back 
-Protector Cover: Sliding cover on front body. Shutter button safety 

lock mechanism 
-Accessory Shoe: With direct flash contact 
-Date Mechanism: Date imprinting mechanism . Date is set with switch 

dials on left side 
-Date Indications: 

Year-0 - 9, 74- 84, 0 (blank space) 
Month-1 - 12,D 
Day-1 - 31 0 

_Dimensions and Weight: 142.2x56x29mm (5-9 / 16"x2-3/ 16"x1-1 / 8") 
295g (10% oz.) 

Subject to change without notice. 
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1 Date Imprinting Mechanism 
A photographic image may later convey a myriad of facets, 
and often placement in time by the date recalls the image 
from your memory in all its vividness . The Canon 110 ED is 
a pocket size camera that is portable anywhere to provide 
an image of superb quality with the date recorded on it . 
A light emitting diode LED lights to imprint the date 
immediately after the shutter returns . The year month 
and day upon which the picture was taken is thus super
imposed in the bottom right-hand corner of the photograph 
The date display window is on the top of the body at the 
left side and date setting is easily accomplished by means of 
the switch dials on the left side. Numerals and dials rotate 
in the same direction , the day dial rotates 360

0 
The option 

of not imprinting the date, since it may not always be 
necessary is also provided 

2 Perfect daylight exposure with programmed AE 
The automatic exposure control system delivers perfect 
daylight exposure metering by its programmed AE circuitry 
Alone has to do is set the apertu re knob at the mark 
appropriate to the weather conditions and set the distance 
scale . The AE mechanism is fully coupled to the film speed, 
programmed shutter speed and f /stop. 
The Canon 110 ED's aperture priority programmed electric 
shutter has the widest shooting range of all pocket size 
cameras to accommodate a variety of subjects from dark to 
light. The range is from EV 1 (8 seconds-fl2) to EV 17 
1/ 500 of a second-f/ 16) . 

3 Complete viewfinder information 
The new Canon 110 ED viewf inder has a double super
imposing rangefinder so that it is only necessary that the two 
images coincide in the center of the viewfinder for perfect 
focus . The bright viewfinder also has parallax correction 
marks, overexposure and camera shake warning lamps . The 
camera shake LED also serves as a battery check. 

4 Fully automatic flash control assures correctly exposed 
flash photography 
By using the Canolite ED a cordless electronic flash unit. there 
is no need to calculate guide numbers . Attach it to the top of 
the camera, set the aperture knob to the ~ mark, and the 
camera is automatically switched into the fully automatic 
flash control circuitry It is this very simple procedure that 
makes the camera fully operational for either night or indoor 
photography since the correct f/ stop is automatically set 
according to the ~ mark and the shooting distance. 

5 A Bright, Sharp f/2 Lens 
The Canon 26mm f /2 lens affords beautiful color reproduction 
and is the fastest among this class of lenses. Its 5-element 
4-component construction assures high resolving power and 
outstanding abi ity to capture natural colors for excel lent 
color reproduction. The distinctive sharpness of Canon lenses 
is world-renown and enables pictures to be enlarged as much 

as you wish 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Aperture Scale 
(Weather Mark and 
Flash Mark Index ~ 

S utter Button 

Viewfinder-------

Rangefinder Win 

Back Cover Opening Knob 

Eyepiece 

ACCESSORY 
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Ie Release Socket 

Canolite ED 
The Canol ite 
unit especially 
110 ED It is 
camera body 
necess ity for 
numbers . 

Scale (With ZOf\e Focus Marks) 

~~iiiiiiiiO~----Accessory Shoe 

B 

ED is an electronic flash 
designed for the Canon 
directly connected to the 

There is absolutely no 
worrying about guide 

Date I nd icator 

Day Dial 

Chamber Cover 

Back Cover 



ACCESSORIE 

CODE NO. DESCRIPTION 

ts-00291-20 Canolite ED 

5-63061-00 Release 30 

t5-63062-00 Release 50 

5-64017-00 Self Timer 8 

tS-43761-01 Close Up Lens 110 in case 

4-60971 -00 Soft Case 

~5-01401-00 Extender for Canolite ED 
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